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Tong, one of our participants, explaining his proposed theme.  

I. Introduction  

 

Initiatives of Change Association, Thai Volunteer Service and its network have met for 

the first time on 22nd-23rd August, 2010. At the first meeting, the two groups have worked on 

the Vision, Missions, and Priority Activities in order to maintain peace building and friendship 

among the two countries’ youth. Following up this meeting, the two groups, under financial 

support of American Friends Service Committee, have met again on 12th-13th March, 2011 in 

Bangkok at TVS office. Cambodian participants flew from Phnom Penh to Bangkok on 11th 

March, 2011 and returned back home on 13th March 2011. Our aim was to design together in 

detail the first priority activity which was proposed at the last meeting in August 2010 “The 

Youth Camp”. Participants attended were each committee of both countries in total of 10 

people (5 from each country). Below is the detail activity of the meeting. 

 

II. Activity 

2.1: Meeting of day one (12th March, 2011) 

After breakfast, we arrived at TVS office meeting room and started the meeting by a warm 

welcome energizer game and reminded each other of the last meeting August. We then design 

the agenda together which included:  

1. Review of the last meeting: Vision, Activity 

2. Youth camp 2011: 

i. Theme 

ii. Objectives 

iii. Activity 

iv. Target group 

v. Topic 

To help us keep in mind of what we are trying to 

reach, we wrote down the vision on board so that 

whatever we work on will base on this vision. Our 

vision is to promote mutual understanding, trust, 

forgiveness, and dignity through networking 

without discrimination and hatred towards a 

peaceful co-existence between Cambodian and 

Thai young people. 
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Next, we work on theme and objectives selection. Each participant was given a black color paper to 

write down their key terms/suggested them and we later on shared our thought after 10mn of quiet 

time. 

Together we have come up with similar theme; 

however, we have spent about an hour and came 

up with a collective decision of the theme which is 

Let’s Learn to Live Together. We have also come 

up with an objective of the youth camp 2011 

which is: 

The youth camp aims to build deeper relationship 

among Thai and Cambodian through learning 

and living together in order to reduce 

discrimination and prejudice. 

In the afternoon, we continued to discuss about main topics and activities to be included in 

youth camp 2011. Participants were given pieces of color paper and time to think on their own 

and then shared in a big group one by one. Those activities included: 

 

  

Proposed theme and activities 

 Camp rules: Agreements 
 Expectations 
 Cultural exchange 
 Food cooking 
 Telling the story through 

photos, telling what did you 
feel on that moment 

 Music, making the camp lively 
by singing to each other 

 Sharing corner, informative 
board to announce 

 Group discussion 
 Energizing game 
 Accommodation: home stay 
 Sport 
 Workshop: 

o Art workshop 
o Yoga workshop 
o Dance workshop 
o Team building 
o Self reflection 

 Quiet meal, reflecting what did 
you see and learn on the day 

 Plenary discussion by speaker 
who are peace builder  

 Plenary discussion to listen to 
people at the border (both 
Cambodian and Thai) 

 Family group 
 

 

Proposed topics/activities by participants 
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After a long tiring and joyful day, the teams have had time to have dinner together and hang out 

around Bangkok. We were pleased with great hospitality of our Thai friends which the real seed of 

friendship. 

2.2: Meeting of day two (13th March, 2011) 

 

After breakfast, we started our meeting with an 

energizer game at TVS office. We then precede 

our work on target group of the youth camp 

including criteria and selection process. We 

additionally discuss about date and venue. After 

about one and half hour of discussion, we came 

up with a collective decision as following: 

 

 

 

Target group: 
 

 Diverse background and gender balance 
 30 participants and 10 organizers 

 
Criteria for selection: 

 Age during 18-35 
 Able to communicate (some) English (make us understand, and willing to 

express/learn) 
 Peace oriented which 90% of them interested in and 10% of them mixed 
 Sense of ownership by contribution 10 US$. (Scholarship for those who are 

necessary needed) 
 Time availability to join the whole camp  

 
Selection process: 

 Online 
 Send to the office 
 Apply (no quota/no invitation) 
 Short list 
 Interview 
 Final result 

Date: 

 November 7-13 (the second week of November) 

Venue: 

 Picnic Resort, Koh Kong, Cambodia 

 

During the discussion in the meeting 

room of TVS office 
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Last but not least, the teams have work on drafted agenda:  

1 

(Travelling) 

2 

(Introductio

n) 

3 

(Understandin

g Peace) 

4 

(Understandi

ng more 

Peace) 

5 

(Learning 

about 

community) 

6 

(Reflection & 

Commitment) 

7 

-Travelling, 

Thailand – 

Cambodia. 

(Bangkok-Trad-

Koh Kong) 

-2 hours 

travelling to 

Picnic resort 

-Understanding 

peace a bit 

-Process to 

solution 

  -Travelling 

back to 

Thailand 

-Getting to 

know each 

other and 

opening 

-Expectations 

-Agreements 

-Select buddies 

-Duty 

-Family 

-Workshop -Workshop 

-Lunch 

-Getting closer 

& Having fun 

-history of CTEP 

-Conflict -Family Group -Movie -Candle & 

Farewell 

-Dinner 

-Getting into 

family group 

- Family Group 

 

There were other points we raised that we should keep in mind when we further our plan into 

more detail. To conclude those points, Ying, one of our participants, made a list which 

categorizes as following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ying explaining the categories 
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The meeting has come to an end at 01pm. Before 

closing, the teams seat together in cycle and 

share their thought toward each other. Each of us 

shared our hope for the upcoming youth camp. 

We hope that through our youth camp we will 

make other youth of Cambodian and Thai become 

as close as us so that no more war will happen. 

We thank each other for the trust and hospitality.  

After lunch, the team spent the last afternoon 

together. The Cambodian team departed back to 

Phnom Penh at 5pm. 

 

III. Conclusion  

 We would like to thank deeply to American Friends Service Committee for the financial 

support which made this meeting possible. We thank Thai-Volunteer Service who offered us 

the conformable meeting room. And of course thank to all participant for their time, effort, 

energy, and great contribution.   

 The committee of both teams will continue to work on more detail and communicate via 

e-mail and facebook group. With these plans we achieved, we are confident that the upcoming 

youth camp will achieve its objective.  

 

        Phnom Penh, March 20th, 2011 

Minutes’ taker        Report Writer 

Boonsan Ransikarbum               Neang Sovathana 

 

    

  

 

  


